
CISSI Annual General Meeting 17/02/2020 – Minutes 

New Student House, Weber. 

Present: Iina Rautio, Dario Saki de la Lastra, Merijn van Bruggen, Axelle Journet, Breandán Meyn Whyte, 

Caelum Davies, Juho Rantala, Katie Dean, Lukas Geyer, Nikita-Shandra Guerrieri, Astrid Heide Ottosen, Nico 

Stockmann. 

Meeting opened at 18:05. 

AGM Part of the Meeting - 18:05. 

1. Selection of chair, secretary, two vote counters and two minute scrutinisers for the meeting 

- Iina selected as chair of the meeting, Dario selected as secretary, Cal and Breandán selected 

as vote counters, Lucas and Merijn chosen as minutes scrutinisers. 

2. Declaring the meeting legal and competent 

- The meeting is declared legal and competent. 

3. TAHLO overview 

- TAHLO documents are in order and soon to be ready to be submitted. 

4. Voting on 2019 documents 

4.1. Annual report 

-  Juho recounts 2019 annual report, which provides insight into how his board operated. No 

questions about the 2019 annual report. The annual report is accepted by vote. 

4.2. Financial statement 

- Christina cannot attend due to health reasons, so Juho provides an overview. He answers a 

question about the reducing deficits over the years. Cal comes in to explain his board’s 

expenses and deficit from the previous year and how they acted as longer-term investments 

beyond just his board’s year, specifically training and (re)branding. Some more questions 

about banking fees, specifically whether the fees were monthly or quarterly. They are labelled 

as monthly while they are in fact quarterly. 2020 board means to eliminate the term 

“monthly” from the 2020 budget plan to eliminate future confusion, and instead add a 

clarification on the budget: eliminate the “monthly” from the bank fees and instead have the 

simple annual total, in line with the rest of the document. The 2019 financial statement is 

accepted by vote with amends to clarify the monthly bank fees issue into a simpler annual 

sum. 

4.3. Auditor report 

- Cal as auditor for the financial statement for 2019 approves, and thinks it was generally good. 

He commends the fact that CISSI is now a subject organisation, the focus on handover 

documents, the success of the annual ball despite the difficulties and how honest and 

thoroughly its expenditures were documented. He only notes as problematic the total 

absence in writing of the previous board members for events, especially given they are 

responsible for an expenditure of roughly 3000 euros. A brief tangent on work-life events. 

5. Voting on 2020 documents 

5.1. Blueprint 

-  We go over the blueprint for everyone involved, specifically going in at length over the 

current board’s new aims for 2020. There are no questions, but Cal points out the two 

student representatives every international master’s degree programme has. Axelle points 

out that she has already emailed them. Iina will amend the document to mention that the full 



and updated document (with the replacement treasurer and autumn deputy members) will 

be on our website. The blueprint is accepted by vote. 

5.2. Budget 

- Merijn clarifies the budget plan and how the treasurer that submitted it resigned after a 

month, adding some complications given that the previous treasurer is not present. There are 

discussions on the current budget, and we again decide to amend the current budget to 

clarify the banking fees by having them as an annual expenditure instead of monthly. Juho 

mentions that because this is the first year that CISSI is a student subject organisation, the 

budget from HYY will come from a different pool and so the ‘competition’ will be different, 

and the funds may be different, and suggests looking into this. The budget is accepted by 

vote. 

5.3. Annual discussion on whether CISSI should collect an annual membership fee 

- Juho explains that his board voted to set a membership fee, but voted to decide on the fee 

later, and then as a board decided on a membership fee of 0 euros. Iina suggests that a fee is 

unnecessary, and that we cannot offer anything worthwhile to justify it, seeing how most 

orgaisations do not collect a fee. Breandán suggests that it would be exclusionary and erect 

barriers to entry, and Dario agrees, wanting to make it as accessible and welcoming as 

possible, thinking a fee would impede that. Cal and Juho mention that Orbis has a 

membership fee, because they do not have funds otherwise. We hold a vote on having 

membership fees. The vote goes against having membership fees, and we decide not to have 

a membership fee this year. 

6. Any other proposals 

- Juho asks about the open treasurer position. Possibilities are discussed, and Merijn suggests 

that he could always take up the position if the board does not find anybody to fill in the 

position. 

 

AGM concluded at 19:55. 

 

Board Meeting part of the meeting – 19:56. 

1. Updates from events – Merijn 

- Sauna trip on 17/02/2020. Thirsty Tuesday on 25/02/2020. 

2. Updates from secretary – Dario  

- Membership correspondence going on mainly through social media. 

3. Updates from student advocacy – Axelle 

- Axelle has participated meetings and correspondence with student representatives from the social 

sciences faculty. Student representatives are working in close cooperation with Kannunvalajat for 

representation and working life events. Axelle/student representatives are trying to make events 

more English-heavy for international students, finally discussing mental health as an area of 

improvement and to work on. 

4. Updates from representation – Breandán  

- No updates. 

5. Updates from chair – Iina 

- Iina, Merijn and Dario will be meeting with ORBIS to discuss collaboration. Iina has also met with 

the chair of Kumous. Iina participated in Kumous’ boardgame night, which was also advertised to 

CISSI members. Three CISSI members also participated the boardgame night. HYY organizes a 



TAHLO/HYY grant workshop. Vice chair Merijn will attend the workshop since Iina will be busy 

then. Nakkikalanteri-shift (small errands to ‘pay’ for these facilities) will be held sometime soon for 

a Kannuvalajat event. Alina hall spring sitsit are coming up, and some related subjects are 

discussed briefly: budget, theme, tickets, prices, drinks, song leaflets, food, and most important, 

who to do it with (most likely with ORBIS). Trilingual sitsit with STUDORG and Kannuvalajat have 

been planned for October. 

6. Updates from new deputy board members 

6..1. Proposed areas of interest/responsibility 

- Katie has mentioned that she has not had time to think of specific plans. Katie and Lukas 

talk about how they would like to do spontaneous logistical help, e.g. for parties. Astrid 

and Niko agree in that they would be up to do spontaneous help. Juho and Cal provide 

perspectives from previous years and suggest helpful and fun tasks deputies can engage 

in, for example in arranging events for the entire board, such as cabin trips. 

7. Any other business to discuss 

No other business to discuss. 

Meeting adjourned at 20:24. 


